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The Journey to Transparency….

There comes a moment when you realize it’s time to change your processes……..

That moment might start when you get asked one of these questions:

‘How come I can buy a new computer for less money 

than you are charging me or allocating to my cost center?’   

‘We should move everything to ‘the cloud’? 

Isn’t ‘the cloud’ free?  

Our journey was launched to address budget variances and business partners’ 

desire for increased transparency into tech costs.

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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Step One – Gather all the necessary information

Step Two – Analyze all the data and create reports

Step three – Share information with business partners

The Journey to Transparency….Define a Process

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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How was the output of our efforts received?

The Journey to Transparency….Reaction

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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The Journey to Transparency….Reaction

We were not expecting this reaction

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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The Journey to Transparency….Reaction

Now what???

Regroup   -- Revise  -- Reflect  -- Resolve

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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The Journey to Transparency…Tipping Point

Regroup

• What went wrong?

Revise

• Too much data, not enough information

• Service catalogs are not relevant / current

• Data is not connected to cost drivers

Reflect

• Need to clearly articulate our story

• Do we need external assistance?

Resolve

• We need to get moving and demonstrate progress

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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Revenue generating businesses might feel as if budgets are set using this logic:

UP is the new  FLAT

To hit earnings goals, businesses are seeking innovative and creative ways to 

generate revenue. These include:

Digitization                          Modernization                        Innovation

The Journey to Transparency….Regroup

Private Sector - Business Partner Perspective

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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Support Functions might feel as if budgets are set using this logic:

DOWN is the new  FLAT

To hit expense targets, tech functions are looking for ways to reduce costs

The Journey to Transparency….Regroup

Private Sector - Technology Team’s Perspective

Application 

Rationalization

Productivity Process 

Improvement
Resource Mix 

Adjustments
Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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The Journey to Transparency….Revise / Reflect

Role Based

Perspectives

LOB Leaders Think Technology Thinks Finance Thinks

Digitization • Enhance Capabilities

• Retain Clients

• Increase revenue

• More volume

• Increased storage

• Data Processing

• Info Security

• Fraud Risks

• More money

Modernization • Speed to market

• Attract Clients

• Improve Sales

• Increase Revenue

• Redesign

• Reengineer

• Remediation 

• Automation

• Interfaces

• More money

Innovation • Disrupt the market

• Gain Market Share

• Create new capabilities

• Increase Revenue

• R&D

• RFPs

• Vendor POCs

• Development

• Testing

• More money

Uncovering the Disconnect – Differing Perspectives

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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The Journey to Transparency…Critical Observation
For TBM to work, Tech and Finance must be in sync

• Finance owns the numbers

• Financial information is perceived as ‘official’ when delivered / sourced by 

finance

• Tech owns the data and the drivers

• Although the detailed IT information is collected, managed and maintained by 

members of the IT team, when you connect a $ the perspective shifts from 

tech data to finance data

• Demonstrate obvious connection between our teams, our process and our 

information

• Historical presentations were disconnected – requiring reconciliations 

• Led to frustration / lack of credibility when source information was not easily 

linked for the users

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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The Journey to Transparency….Resolve

Finance led project, Tech partnership, engagement and support

Engaged stakeholders to define target state

Leveraged the Taxonomy model to align data into services

Assigned owners to towers to create accountability

Leveraged benchmarking to identify potential opportunities

Defined 

target 

state

Assembled 

team

Gathered / 

Loaded data

BenchmarkingInitial Reports

Created

Monthly

Reviews

How did we launch TBM? 

Sept 30 2014 Oct 2014 Dec 2014 Jan 2015 CEO/CFO    April 2015

LOB Execs  May  2015

Prioritized initial efforts to accelerate timeline

April 2015

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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The Journey to Transparency….Resolve

Focus on knowledge transfer – what do we need to know? 

Work with people who have a clear understanding of 

the struggle

Organize a team that’s close enough to our previous 

attempts, but open to the possibilities

Gather insights from peers / colleagues  

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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The Journey to Transparency….Resolve

Data / information is leveraged for monthly reporting

Becoming the TCOA data source

Used in business cases 

• In one of the first business cases since our launch, the 

revised reports helped identify a $2.4M savings 

opportunity

How do we use TBM today?

Division CIOs use new reporting to conduct App 

Rationalization exercises with LOB leaders

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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What Did We Learn?

TBM was a critical step in propelling us along our journey

Insights gained during data scrubbing were invaluable

External perspective helped us stay out of our way

2 years behind where we could have been 

Launching an official project enhanced the accountability to 

deliver

The Journey to Transparency….Resolve

TBM was the missing link to our puzzle

We’ve changed the conversations

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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Aligning data into ATUM towers was a critical first step

The Journey to Transparency….Report Examples

Source: Apptio documents
Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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The Journey to Transparency….Sample Reports

Creating service and function based cost reporting helped frame discussions

Source: Apptio documentsAny views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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Source: Apptio documents

The Journey to Transparency….Sample Reports

Creating service and function based cost reporting helped frame discussions

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.
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The Journey to Transparency….Benchmarking
Benchmarking categories via TBM Taxonomy

Source: Apptio documents

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.

TBM Taxonomy
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We have: 

• Enabled better dialogue and collaborative decision making

• Established a process for timely, transparent reporting 

• Given LOB partners access to browse, point and click through financial 

data in ways we were never able to do before

• More work to do…

We are:

• Paving our path towards transparency

And……

• We feel good about the work we have in flight.

The Journey to Transparency  - Continues...

Any views expressed are personal and not necessarily those of KeyCorp. All examples provided are for illustrative purposes only.


